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About This Game

Astro Tripper is a furious shoot-em-up experience inspired by the painful, knuckle busting video games of years gone by. An
evolution of PomPom's 2001 award winning game 5d3b920ae0

Title: Astro Tripper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom
Publisher:
Pom Pom Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2011

Minimum:

OS:XP,Vista,7
Processor:1.6GHZ or better
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:Dire

English,German,French,Italian
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Screw this buggy crap, save you money.. Not very good.. Love this to pieces, it really satisfies.. Horizontal shoot-em-up with
about a dozen platform levels spanning four stages plus unlockable difficulties and challenges. You have a single-target beam
and a multi-target arc beam at your disposal, can choose which to power up with drops and switch between them, and the
direction you're facing, with the press of a button. The only problem with the game is that the maneuverability and inertia are
quite poor and really affect your performance. A decent game otherwise, with learning to use both beam types at the right time
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being essential to progress and survive. Leaderboards for pretty much everything and the game looks great. Doubt I would buy it
again if given the chance though due to the terrible piloting.. Not bad, just bland. I died for no apparent reason on the 3rd level
and had to start over at the 1st. I found that to be a good stopping point.. A complete waste Even at $5.00. The game is
merciless, the first level - the easiest difficulty. I have died so often that I am dying more than I'm playing. I understand some
challenge, a game that teases you. This game takes that to unrealistic levels. It's based on "perfection", one wrong move,
accidently standing on a random spawn, and you've lost - you get no checkpoint, you have to restart the whole level. I haven't
even survived 1:00 minute. I don't even want to play it anymore, the game had amazing potential, but with the difficulty level,
its not possible to enjoy.. Not very good.
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